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Introduction

The rulers of the two most powerful authoritarian regimes in the Middle East are launching
major wars to reconfigure the Middle East.   Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu has declared
war  by proxy  on Iran, announcing full-scale military mobilization within Israel (July 27 -29)
and organizing the biggest political campaign of ultra Zionist Jews in Washington.   The
purpose of this two-pronged propaganda blitz is to defeat the recently signed US-Iranian
agreement and start another major Middle East war.   Ultimately, Netanyahu intends to take
care  of  his  ‘Palestinian  Problem’  for  good:  complete  the  conquest  and  occupation  of
Palestine  and expelling  the  Palestinian  people  from their  homeland –  the  single  most
important foreign policy and domestic goal of the Jewish state.   In order to do this, Israeli
leaders have had to systematically campaign for the destruction of the Palestinians regional
supporters and sympathizers – Iraq, Libya, Syria, Lebanon and Iran.

Erodoğan’ s Multiple Wars

At the same time, Turkish President Erodoğan has launched a major war against the Kurdish
people and their aspirations for a Kurdish state.   This has followed closely on several recent
incidents beginning with the bombing (with cooperation from Turkish intelligence ) of a
Kurdish youth camp, killing and wounding scores of young secular activists.   Within days of
the massacre of Turkish-Kurdish youth, Erodoğan ordered his air force to bomb and strafe
Kurdish bases within the sovereign territories of Iraq and Syria and Turkish security police
have  assaulted  and  arrested  thousands  of  Kurdish  nationalists  and  Turkish  leftist
sympathizers throughout the country.   This has all occurred with the support of the US and
NATO who provide cover for Erodoğan’s plans to seize Syrian territory, displace Kurdish
civilians  and  fighters  and  colonize  the  northern  border  of  Syria  –  under  the  pretext  of
needing  a  ‘buffer  zone’  to  protect  Turkish  sovereignty.    Such  a  massive  land  grab  of
hundreds of square kilometers will end the long standing support and interaction among
Syrian,  Iraqi  and  Turkish  Kurdish  populations  who  have  been  among  the  most  effective
opponents  of  radical  Islamist  groups.

Erdoğan’s newly declared war on the Kurds has complex domestic and regional components
(Financial Times  7/28/15, p 9):   Within Turkey, the repression is directed against the
emerging electoral-political power of the  Kurdish People’s Democratic Party.   Erodoğan
plans to discredit or outright ban this political party, which had won a surprising number of
seats in the recent parliamentary election, call for new elections, secure a ‘majority’ in
Parliament and assume dictatorial ‘executive powers’.

Regionally, Erodoğan’s  invasion of Syria  is part of his strategy to expand Turkey’s borders
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southward and westward and to provide a platform from which Turkey’s favorite jihadi
clients can launch assaults on the secular government in Damascus and Aleppo.   The
bombing of Kurdish villages and camps in Iraq and Syria are designed to reverse the Kurd’s
military victories against ISIS and will justify greater repression of Kurdish activists backing
autonomy in southeastern Turkey.

Erodoğan is counting on Turkey’s agreements with the US and NATO for overt and covert
collaboration against the Kurds and against Syrian national sovereignty.

Netanyahu’s Proxy Wars

Netanyahu’s multifaceted political offensive is designed to drag the US into a war with Iran. 
 His strategy operates at many levels and in complex complimentary ways.   The immediate 
target  is the nuclear agreement recently signed between the White House and Iran.   Part of
longer-term strategy to destroy Iran includes the formation of a coalition of Middle East
states, especially Gulf monarchies, to encircle, confront and provoke war with Iran.     This
political-military strategy is being pushed by leading Zionists within the highest circles of the
US Government.

All the major Israeli political parties, and most Israeli voters support this dangerous policy
against Iran.   The Presidents of the 52 Major American Jewish Organizations in the US have
been  mobilized  to  bully,  bribe  and  bludgeon  the  majority  of  Congress  into  following
Netanyahu’s dictates.    Every US Congressperson is being ‘visited’ and presented with
propaganda sheets by leaders, activists and full time functionaries of AIPAC, the Jewish
Confederations and their billionaire political donors.   All the major US press and TV media
parrot Netanyahu’s call for ‘war on the peace accord’ despite massive US public opinion
against any escalation of the conflict.

At the highest levels of US Executive decision-making top Zionist officials avoid association
with  AIPAC’s  public  polemics  and  thuggish  bluster,  all  the  while  promoting  their  own
political-military  ‘final  solution’   …for  eliminating  Iran  as  an  adversary  to  Israeli-Jewish
supremacy in the Middle East.   In the State Department and Departments of Commerce,
Defense  and  Treasury,  US-Israeli  agents  acting  as   specialMiddle  East  advisers,
ambassadors and insiders push Netanyahu’s policies to undermine any normalization of
relations between the US and Iran.

A recent proposal written by Professor Phillip Zelikow in the  Financial Times(7/23/15, p. 9 )
entitled “To Balance (sic) the Nuclear Deal, Defeat ISIS and Confront Iran” is chilling.

The former ‘Executive Director of the ‘9/11 Commission Investigation Report’, uber-insider
Zelikow promotes the formation of an ingenious coalition, in the name of fighting ISIS, but
whose real purpose is to “confront Iranian ambitions”.     Zelikow’s “coalition” includes
Turkey,  which  will  be  assigned  to  attack  Iran’s  regional  allies  in  Syria  and  Lebanon
(Hezbollah) – all in the name of “fighting ISIS”.

The bland, bespectacled and most respectable Professor Zelikow lays out Netanyahu’s own
bloody hit  list  down to  the most  minute  detail  –  but  tidied up with  a  thin  veneer  of
‘confronting ISIS’  to obscure his real agenda.   This is no blustering AIPAC thug or open Neo-
Con war monger beating the drums…

Zelikow’s ‘anti-ISIS coalition’ will ultimately go after the  Iraqi Shia militia  and their main
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supporters among Iran’s Revolutionary Guard – hewing closely to Netanyahu’s strategy!

Zelikow was a major inside advocate of the 2003 invasion of Iraq.     Twelve years after the
US invaded, occupied and destroyed Iraq, Zelikow pops up again to promote a policy of
sending US combat troops to serve Israel’s regional interest. He writes,   “The military side
[of  the  ‘coalition’]  will  need  more  Americans  on  the  ground  to  offer  meaningful  combat
support  among  the  coalition”.  (FT   ibid).

Zelikow is clearly aware of US public opinion in favor of diplomacy with Iran and against the
US engaging in more ground wars in the Middle East, when he writes that a ‘military effort is
not an alternative to diplomacy.”   Zelikow and his bosses in the Israeli Foreign Office know
any US military intervention  with  such a “coalition” would lead to the destruction of the US-
Iran Agreement and another major ground war with US troops fighting for Israel once again!

Considering his position as a highly connected insider, Zelikow’s attempts to sabotage the
Iran-US agreement presents a far greater danger to world peace than all the noisy lobbying
by the 52 Zionist organizations active in Congress.

Zelikow  has  been  a  highly  influential  security  adviser  to  the  US  Executive  and  State
Department since the early 1980’s under Reagan. He was appointed ‘special adviser to the
State Department’ in 2007, a position held earlier by Neo-Con operative Wendy Sherman
and followed by war-monger, Victoria Nuland.   In 2011 President Obama appointed him to
the President’s Intelligence Advisory Board.

He came to national prominence when President Bush appointed him Executive Director of
the 9/11 Commission where he directed the highly controversial (and highly censored) 9/11
Commission Report against much public opposition.     The appointment was made after
Bush  first  choice  of  Henry  Kissinger  had  created  a  media  storm  –  Kissinger  was  never  a
serious choice with an insider-gatekeeper like Zelikow waiting in the wings.   He was a
controversial choice because of his role as intimate advisor to Condaleeza Rice and his
authorship of the notorious Bush national security strategy promoting pre-emptive war,
published in September 2002.

Phillip  Zelikow  suppressed  any  discussion  of  Israel’s  role  as  a  major  catalyst  for  US
involvements in the Afghan and Iraq wars. As executive-director of the 9/11 Commission
Report,   Zelikow assumed the role of editor and censor.     He ignored the history of Israeli
Mossad operations in the US, especially in the run-up to the attack on September 11, 2001. 
 The  report  made  no  mention  the  fake  ‘moving’  van  filled  with  Israeli  spies  arrested  on
September 11,  2001 while celebrating and photographing the destruction of  the World
Trade Center complex.   Nor did he discuss the quiet ‘deportation’ of the Israeli agents.   The
report contains no discussion of the scores of phony Israel “art students” who operated in
South Florida around US military installations and in the vicinity of the apartment of the
alleged 9-11 hijackers.   They too were quietly arrested and deported.

He also suppressed discussion of the Defense Department’s ‘Able Danger Project’, which
showed US intelligence awareness of the hijackers presence and activities much earlier
dating back to 1997.

In  October  2001,  the  first  ‘anthrax  attack’  occurred  –  first  sickening  and  killing  a
photojournalist at a scandal sheet in Florida.   National news programs featured an interview
with… the re-packaged ‘al Qaeda’ and ‘bioterrorism’ expert Professor Zelikow (his lack of
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Arabic  and  scientific  credentials  notwithstanding…)  who  declared  the  anthrax  to  be
‘weapons grade’ and ‘definitely from a state sponsored military lab’, implying Iraq.   (He was
correct in the ‘military lab’ part of his declaration – only the facility was the US Weapons Lab
at Fort Detrick.   Zelikow’s role in accusing the embargoed and beleaguered regime of Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein of the anthrax hysteria was crucial in the public build-up for the
case to invade Iraq, echoed Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon’s call for the destruction of
Iraq.   Master-performance complete, ‘scientist’  Zelikow’s interview (among others) has
disappeared from the ‘web’.

Zelikow’s ‘expertise’  (such as it is) and usefulness to Israel derives from his articles on the
political   usefulness   of  ‘false  flags’  and  catastrophes  –  events  concocted  or  instigated  by
imperialist  powers  to  push a  traumatized public  into   unpopular  wars   and draconian
domestic police state policies.   His work has centered on the manipulation and exploitation
of ‘events’ to push public policy – and include the Cuban Missile Crisis, the re-unification of
Germany, policing Northern Ireland, (but not Middle East studies or bio-weaponry’).   His
expertise is in the historical use of the ‘public myth’- whether the Riechstag Fire or Pearl
Harbor.   In  Foreign Affairs, November-December 1998, he co-authored an article with the
current  US  Defense  Secretary  Ashton  Carter,  entitledCatastrophe  Terrorism   where  a
‘watershed event’ could result in ‘horror and chaos’ pushing the US public to accept the
destruction of ‘their civil liberties, wide-spread surveillance, detention and use of deadly
force…’

Zelikow continues to push the “false flag” script:   In 2001 with the “anthrax hysteria” and
now with the “Iran threat hysteria” . . . What is not surprising is that in both instances he
hews   closely to Israel’s strategic goal of utterly destroying countries, which have opposed
Israel’s dispossession, occupation and expulsion of Palestinians – Iraq, Syria, Libya, Lebanon
and now Iran.

Zelikow  is  a   long-term,  major  asset  for  Israel,  working  quietly  and  effectively  while  the
AIPAC bullies break down the doors of Congress. He never held a prominent position in the
Cabinet  or  White  House post  like  the  brazen Zion-Cons  Wolfowitz,  Feith,  Libby,  Perle,
Abrams and Levey who aggressively pushed the country into war with Iraq. Wolfowitz and
company have scuttle back into obscurity under the cover of lucrative private positions
while Zelikow continues to work inside pushing the Iran war agenda out of the limelight.

Zelikow’s role is far more  discrete and important  to Israel  over the long haulthan the
loudmouths and thugs of AIPAC and other Zionist fronts.   On the surface he pursues his
academic  and  university  administrative  career  (an  excellent  cover)  while  repeatedly
inserting himself into crucial public discussions and quietly assuming strategic positions to
advise on events or policies which have ‘turning point’consequences and where his deep
ties to Israel are never discussed.

Zelikow has one asset, which his bullying and blustering Zionist comrades  lackand  another 
which he  shares  with them.   Zelikow is a great con-man – claiming knowledge about
anthrax, Middle East relations, and military strategy.   He spouts …. pure unadulterated
rubbish  with  authoritative  finesse!..    Claiming  legal  and   investigativeexpertise  he
controlled the 9/11 Commission Report and denied the American people any open and
relevant discussion of the event.   He even likened the Commission Report skeptics to ‘an
infection’  within American public opinion – apparently relying on his ‘expertise’ in biological
warfare…
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What Zelikow does have in common with the raging bulls of Zionism is his constant resort
to   vituperation   against  any  country  or  movement  identified  as  a  target  by  Israel.    He
consistently refers to the secular government of Syria (under attack by jihadi terrorists) as a
“terrorist regime”.     He calls the Iraqi militia fighting ISIS “Shia torture squads”.   This is
part of a build-up to push the US into ground war for Israel against Iran and its allies.

Unlike Turkey’s  Erodoğan who uses his  own armed forces to launch an all-out  war to
dispossess, terrorize and colonize ethnic Kurdish territories in Syria, Iraq and Turkey, Israel’s
Netanyahu relys on his overseas (US)  high level operatives  to set in motion the wheels of
war. Within days of attacks of September 11, 2001, Israel’s leading mouthpiece in the US
Senate,   Joseph Lieberman presented the roadmap for US wars for the next decade and a
half – declaring that “the US must declare war on Iraq, Syria, Libya, Lebanon and Iran”,
despite the complete absence of these countries’ involvement in the event.

Is he a prophet or just a highly successful agent?   Zelikow will push for a ‘coalition’  of
Middle East dictators and monarchs to fulfill Israel’s dream as dictated by Joseph Lieberman
in September 2001.   This is a dream of waging devastating war against Iran leading to its
partition, similar to the de facto partition of Iraq, Syria and Libya, resulting in a Middle East
forever ravaged by   sectarian strife, foreign occupations, balkanized and devoid of any
possibility  of  regaining  civilized  life.  Israel  can  then  carry  out  its  brutal  final  solution:  the
dispossession and expulsion of  all  Palestinians and establishment an expanded,  purely
Jewish state – surrounded by unspeakable destruction and destitution…

Conclusion

Erodoğan expands ‘Turkoman frontier’  into Syria and Iraq – despite the fact that Turkey has
never shown any interest in the Turkoman minorities.   To that end, he allies with ISIS
terrorists to uproot Kurds, everywhere extending into Turkey.   Erodoğan, like, Netanyahu,
wants a ‘pure’ ethnic state – one Jewish, the other Turkish!   Both leaders have no regard for
the sovereignty of neighboring states, let alone the security of their civilian populations. 
 Both depend on the military support of the US.   Both are in the process of igniting wider
and  more  destructive  wars  in  the  Middle  East.    Netanyahu  and  Erodoğan  want  to
reconfigure  the  Middle  East:    Turkey  seizes  Kurdistan  and  Syria;  Netanyahu  expands
military  dominance  in  the  Persian  Gulf  through  the  destruction  of  Iran.

These two leaders appear to hate each other because they are so similar in arrogance and
action…   But according to Professor Zelikow, the US will step in ‘god-like’ to ‘mediate’ the
different power grabs among what he mindlessly refers to as the ‘partners of the coalition’.
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